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In ancient times, why did more people settle in 

Inner China than in Outer China? 

 

____________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Archaeologists found bones and artifacts buried in the ruins of Anyang.  

What conclusion can be made based on this finding? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What 2 materials did the Shang primarily use in their art? __________________________          ____________________________ 

What technology made Shang armies especially powerful? __________________________________________________________ 

Religion centered upon : _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What are Oracle Bones? ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Explain “The Mandate of Heaven”______________________________________________________________________________ 

Describe the political order used by Zhou kings to rule distant lands? __________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What happened when nobles began to reject the Zhou king’s authority? ________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ This time is referred to as “___________________________________” 

Complete this Chart 

 Confucianism Daoism Legalism 

Founder/Leader 
   

Main Principles 

   

A Leader Should 

   

Use this bank to label the map: 

Taklamakan Desert Northeastern Plains 

Tibetan Plateau  Gobi Desert 

Himalayan Mts.  Chang Jiang Basins 

North China Plain  Huang He River 

Chang Jiang River Anyang 

Yellow Sea 

AKA These rivers had another name 

Chang Jiang: ____________________ 

Huang He: ______________________ 



Why were Confucianism, Daoism, and Legalism developed when they were? ___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Explain the difference between feudalism and the Emperor of Qin’s governing system: ____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What actions did Shi Huangdi take to unify China and to standardize things within the empire? ____________________________, 

________________________________, ________________________________, and ____________________________________ 

When did the Qin Dynasty control China? ________________________________________________ 

List some Qin achievements that contributed to the country’s unification: ______________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What affects did building The Great Wall have (on the country, people, Qin’s rule)? ______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What were some policies/tactics the Emperor of Qin utilized to ensure that he maintained his strong central control above his 

opposition?________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Han Dynasty was known as The Golden Age for its ______________________________, _____________________________ 

When did the Han control China? ______________________________________________ 

Whose teachings were the foundation for government during the Han Dynasty? __________________________________________ 

Explain the concept of a bureaucracy: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This system/route (stretching from China, west to the Mediterranean) encouraged diffusion the spread of ideas, goods, and 

technology from one culture to another. : ________________________________________________________________________ 

Fill in the Chart with Han Dynasty contributions 

Warfare Government Agriculture Industry Art Medicine Science 

       

List the Dynasties we studied in order: ______________, _______________, ________________, and ________________ 

Write any questions you have below to go over in class: 


